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The Client
Our client is a US based entrepreneur with over a decade experience in real estate and infrastructure development. As a professional, involved in working on tolls in an international
fashion, he was quick to realize that a simpler, quicker and digital alternative was required to
be put in place. Tollr was the solution he envisioned.

Problem statement: An easy, seamless payment platform for commuters to pay toll

while on the go. The platform mandatorily required to be integrated with Texas Toll Authority
(HECTRA) legacy system without incurring exorbitant expenses.
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About Tollr
Tollr is a US based company that facilitates cashless payments for toll roads (currently in the
state of Texas) through its mobile app. The app allows users to discover tolls on their routes and
make hasslefree payments while on the go by connecting their credit cards to the app.

How Tolls operate in the United
States
In the United States (US), highway road commuters are no stranger to tolls. In most states, toll
roads are publicly owned, with the exception of Texas, where it follows a public-private
ownership model.

Toll booths have cameras, that scan the license plates of all vehicles and match it with vehicle
registration records. The vehicle owner is then sent a toll bill or can pay using their toll account.
It is preferable for drivers/individuals to have a valid electronic toll tag account (TxTag, TollTag,
EZ Tag) for easy toll payments.

Commuters at
Toll Booth

Cameras scan
driver license
plate

Digital payment of
toll for valid electronic
toll tag accounts

Toll bills issued
to non-members

The Challenge
The Texas Toll Authority had a unique challenge. With 25 toll roads in the state, the toll booths
witnessed millions of commuters and passers. And while most booths accepted digital
payments, there was the challenge occasionally of infrastructure support.

With the revamped Tollr app, the objective was to:
Create an effective payment system that would eliminate infrastructure roadblocks
Provide commuters with a quick, easy and effective digital payment platform
Reduce wait time at the toll booths
Make payments without having to use the app on the phone
Integrate with the legacy system of Texas Toll Road Authority (HECTRA)
Keep investments to a minimal
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The Solution
Day1 Technologies came up with a revolutionary payment app concept. With our Captive R&D
team actively collecting data on the geo-location of toll booths (latitude/longitude coordinates), we built an app that facilitated toll payments through online and offline mode.

App Solution:
Based on smart military grade geofencing, we developed an app that would capture the
geo-location of the user with precision and accuracy, and even track lane changes. It would
then connect seamlessly with the toll authority systems, providing users with the facility to
make payments on the go.

Tech Challenges:
Unique geo-location challenges: Eg. Situations where the device does not capture location
while crossing a geofence, even after shifting positions within the vehicle.
GPS Precision & Accuracy: Hot-Lanes with predefined exits were fine tuned to capture
GPS to the accuracy of less than 3 meters.
HECTRA integration: Integration with HECTRA backend system for reconciliation of Tollr
users from defaulters list.
Siri integration: Defining custom commands for integration and support from Siri.
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Strategy & Approach (What did we do):
Developed native iOS application using SWIFT 4 (supports iPhone models across
5SE through iPhone X).
Developed native Android application (supports devices across XXHDPI and
XXXHDPI, and Android OS 5.5 and above).
Developed fully responsive web portals using AngularJS, and a highly scalable
backend architecture using Node.js and MongoDB database.

Technology Stack
Native iOS
& Android Apps
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Backend: MEAN Stack MongoDB, Express and
Node.js
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The Final Experience (Result)
Digital payment is the future, and with Tollr, we built an app that will digitize toll payments and
simplify it. By adding distinct technology enabled features, we ensured that the problems
faced by toll booths were mitigated permanently.

Challenge

Our Solution

Results

Quick, effective payment
platform

‘Go Cashless’ feature allowing
users to link their Credit Cards
to the app and pay as they go

Instant deductions based
on geo-location

Payment system to eliminate
infrastructure roadblocks

Toll payments deduction even
without using the app through
Image to Text conversion of
the vehicle number plate

Downsized dependency
on infrastructure

Reduce commuter’s wait time

App based payments eliminating
the need to stand in queues or
get license plates scanned

Reduced commuter waiting
time

Register/add multiple vehicles
and set any one of those as
default vehicle

98% less investment on the
digital infrastructure
investment on the Toll Booths

Integrate with HECTRA and
keep investments minimal

Plan trips with transparency
by searching for a destination
and finding all the tolls within
the route
Make payments without
using app
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‘Open Mode’ feature allowing
users to activate Tollr and travel
anywhere, with toll payments
being done based on geofences

App less interface with
integration to Siri to command
the app to make payments
without opening the app
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Future Roadmap
Day1 Technologies’s journey with Tollr has just begun. Together we have created a futuristic
roadmap using AI and deep analytics, to ensure the app’s success on a global scale.

Phase 1:
We have revamped and completed the end-to-end design and development of the app.

Phase 2:

As a part of maintenance and continuous improvement, the app is in beta stage of testing,
currently for specific booths in Texas.

Phase 3:

Global launch post insights from beta testing.
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